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Senc;1te Elections: Candidates $peak
''· -

RICHARD CUNNINGHAM

DOUG GINGERELLA

MARK .SMITH

Cavanaugh-Natale
·

By WALLY ARGO
and
GEE AERTSEN
After a close campaign filled with
. headaches, last minute advertising
and those debates, •-Michael
Cavanaugh and Dave Natale were
voted in as President and Vice
President of Dorm , 'Government
respectively.
Four candidates were going for
-two empty seats in ttie beginning of .
the race. Michael Cavanaugh and
Pete Romano were running for the
presidential seat. Anne Gabbianelli
and-Dave Natale were after the_Vice
Presidential seat: At the completion
of the debates, Dave Natale with~
drew his name from the ballot
replacing it in 'write-in' ballot form.
"I thought the debates were a
farce,'r Dave said.
When the 442 ballots were
counted, it was found that 31 votes
were castJrom the Newport Motor
Lodge which all went to Cavanaugh
and Natale. Sixty-five votes were
CC1st froni Ramada where 46 were
for Romano and 118 for Cavanaugh,
39 for Gabbianelli and 14 for Natale.
In the Bristol campus, 346 total
votes were cast leaving Romano
with 136 and Cavanaugh with 222.
Gabbianelli received 134 and Natale
received 184.
"I'm glad its over" commented
Anne Gabbianelli after the counting
was completed "it lasted too
long:"
Although
the race was close, Anne said that
no recall vote is in order.
Pete Romano had a few •
of his owri post election thoughts:
"Mike is a good worker, and
although I didn't win the election, I
still plan on working with him and
Dorm Government as much as
•ossible.
Pete also expressed _ his views,
-::oncerning Natales' withdrawal
, and write-in ballot. "I would have
liked to see Dave carry. out his withdrawal,'' he stated. "Now it seems
his letter of withdrawal was just a
farce." Pete commented, "Dave
got what he wanted. , He was
against the debates because he
thought they were a popularity
contest, but in the end thats how .
he won."
Romano alsc:i had a few thoughts
concerning the campaign as a
whole: "I thought the debate was a ·
good idea. It gave students the
chance to meet their candidates,
although I was · a bit disappointed
that so few people showed up."
Pete said, "I would have liked to
see votes made at the unit meetings
because only half of the students
voted."
When asked whether or not he
would ask for a ballot recall, .
Romano · said, "nope."
7

On the winners siae, the_ new
Vice President, Dave Natale said
th at , "there •s a f ew th.mgs bo th of
·
Id l'k t
h
M'k
d·I
u~ wo1,1 - 1 e 0 c ange. 1 e an : •
will ha~e to put togeth~r the new
executive boards. We will also have

-

to · find a new secretary and - Government, "We've got to finish
treasurer. We would like to get also and formulate the remainder of the
executive : board, and then set up
the parking proposal set."
When asked how he proposes to various committees." He then
work with the Student Senate, added that, . "We'll take it from
·
Dave commented, "We plan · to there."
"I thought my campaign went
work harmoniously with the
Senate." He also commented, "We very well but I felt the debates were
want to ha\'e a good working unnecessary,' although they did
relationship, which I feel can be help me a great.deal," Mike said, ·~1
feel that a r .ublic statement in the
easily achieved." Dave elaborated on the debates QUILL ..exp•essing my views and
when he said, "I think a public · backgroun:i would have been
introductory
speech,
with sufficient."
Cavana 1 Jh said that there
questions from the floor would be a
much ' more effective means of already Is a "good relationship"
having the students meet the between the Dorm Government
and the Stildent Senate for they
candidates." Dave thanks the students for have already gone 50-50 on the
their support and he adds, "I would Halloween night scheduled for later
like to commencLthe student body this month.
"I'd just like to thank the student
for the fine turn-out." He then said
that he plans to see out his entire body for their support," which he
term although ·!' ... it's still too early later elaborated upon by saying,
to tell what my plans are for next "I'd like to thank two people in
particular · who helped me, Hector
year."
Perrier and Marc Greenstein and
The new President of Dorm
Government, Michael Cavanaugh everyone else who worked to help
me win this election."
said that before he could effectively
say what is in store for Dorm
.

o· ff•

By GEE AERTSEN
DOUG GINGERELLA
Editor-in-Chief
"If elected, I would first of all
Yesterday and .today, Student work for increased social activities
Senate Elections are being held in for students here on' campus during
the Student Center during · the the weekends. I would also like to
posted hours. ·seven candidates are see the right to have parties in the
in the running for the vacant Dorms granted and the repeal of
senatorial seats. These elections are the rule that states that a student
open to -the entire student body. cannot .Je~ve his grades until he
Below are the platforms of those has paid 1for any parking violations
that are running.
he has incurred. Those two things, I
RICHARD A. CUNNINGHAM feel, are two of the colleges worst
JR.
· restrictions on a student.
Richard A. CkcnvmMUM Jr. has .
GREGG KESSLER
been active in politics since he was
"Gregg Kessler is your future
12 years old;
Student Senate Representative: I
In 1975, Rich organized and am just a freshman and only been
became chairman of the Mid- here for a month but I have been
dletown Town Council Panel on made aware of some of the
Youth. The Panel on Youth served changes the Student Senate has
as a liaision between the' youth of made aod see where there should
Middletown and the Town Council. be other changes made in the
This past • year, Rich ran un- ' school.
"I was active in my high school
·successfully for the Democratic
nomination for ·State Represen- student council and will try to be as
· tative in Middletown's 96th District active in "our" .schools Student
losing in the September 14 primary Senate to bring reforms to better
election by 201 votes. Richard is · the student body and the school."
presently serving as assistant
RANDAL (HECTOR) PERRIER
campaign co-6fdinator for the
"I would-like to be elected to the
Middletown Democratic Party.
Student Senate because I feel I
FRED DIMAURA
have the necessary qualifications
"I wish to become <l!' active part and characteristics that are imof the Student Senate to see that perative for a good senator.
the students of Rqger Williams
"I am in my junior year and have
College are properly and efficiently seen the tremendous changes that
represented in decisions to be made the senate organization has unby the Student Senate and to bring dergone since September ·1975 till
to. the Senate -the comments, the present . date. I believe the
suggestions and ideas · of .the transformations have been a
students to help make the Student healthy one and would like to see
Senate work for them."
-the senate continue to move in this
upward direction. I have been both
ROBERT C. GABOR DI
"I believe in a strong, central a resident and a commuting
student government. No doubt, the student and am greatly aware of
senate should be that organization. the problems that face all of us at
However, whenever the senate or Roger Williams.
any other organization forgets that
MARK SMITH
it is only as strong as its student
-The main reason that I am
-support, the whole system breaks running for the Student Senate is
down.
·
that I want to have an active part in
- "I believe that the senate should student activities. I want to see this
gear or aim itself towards better campus have one of the best
student communications. By this I socially active campuses around, as
mean the students should be aware well as seeing our college bring the
of not only every action of the students what they want.
senate but also all plans. I believe
" I know that '1 can be an efthat all plans, for · example about fective representative because I will
spring weekend, should be brought look to my fellow students for their
before the students to at least make input of ideas rather than take it
some comments about what the upon myself to decide how things
students feel.
- should be done.
I want to

By, DEBBIE CRAVEN
The Housing Office at RWC is
experi encing a major change·
regarding both housing directors
and t)as progressed toward~ a new
and innovative way of handling the
living situation.
Previously Dick Yakavonis and
.Bill O'Connell handled all aspects of
the housing in conjunction with
Hector Massa~ the athletic director.
With)he initiation of the new Head
Resident Positions, both Yakavonis .
and O'Connell have greater leeway
and more diversified resporisibilities.
Yakavonis is currently in charge
of off campus living at Newport
Motor Inn and Ramada Inn and is
responsible for promoting a healthy
living situation. His main change in
direction has been towards the
administrative aspects of the
housing office, jn ·conjunction with
Dean Swanson.
Yakavonis is also responsible for
internal internships within Peer·
Counseling. Any student .involved
in the Peer Counseling group can
consider ~uch invoi'vemei;it as an
independent study headed by
Yakavonis and can receive credit.

IC e S

~~~~~ary

action and the judicial

O'Connell is also responsible for
Unit Development., along with
Scott Yonan. The Un-it . Development program works on a limited
budget of 1,000 but has· managed
to present various ·activities conearning the educational experience
O'Connell is also responsible lor
and involved with the major activities at RWC. He is the supervisor
to both S.A.C. and Dorm Government and is also an executive
member of the A.C.P.B.
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:i~!~~s on just what the students

Hector Massa, the athletic
Director is in charge of the physical

HENRY R. WROTNIAK
"I, Henry R. Wrotniak plan on

aspects of the Housing Office.
Massa is responsible for the
janitorial staff, summer residents,
and maintenance of the ' dormitories~ Massa also works in
conjunction
with
the
Unit
Development Program, regarding
the sports program. Massa stated,
"I would like to see more competition between units because it
promotes compet1t1on on a group
basis rather than an individual and
generates spirit throughout the
units as well as the entire campus."

running for - the Roger Willia.ms
College Student Senate.
"My plans, if elected to the
senate, indude trying to open
communication between the
students and the school administration. Going out and finding
out what the students dislike about
the school · and activities also
·finding what they do like a~d the
.activities they will participate in. I
: promise to do my best to help
·Roger Williams College and its
students to the best of
ability."

I
i

!
I.

HENRY· R. WROTNIAK

RANDY 'HECTOR'
PERRIER

FRED DIMAURA

!

' j

make sure that the ·N hole campus
can participate in v.1rious activities
and enjoy them as IJ\.ell. I will, if I ,am
elected, get a cross section of

Bill -O'Connell's main responsibility is to resident living on
campus and working in conjunction
with the three head residents, Paul,
Scott and Maura.
_
He -has also moved towards the
d · ·
·
f h
a mm1strat1ve aspects o t e
housing office but in a different
manner than Dick. Billy is more.
.
d ·n
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mvo 1ve
1
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Head RAs A pointed
and' in addition hold staff meetings. respo.nsible,' in conjunction with Bill
They also serve as a refe rra: service O'Connell the A.C.P.B. and the
for emergencies. Ea c . Head Se nate Socia l'- Committee for
Reside nt is on duty for a \" -. --·< from coordination of social activities
~ A.M. to 7 P.M. and d •Ing that presented at RWC. As Co t1me be?rs !he respon ·· ·.. ity of Chairman of with Marla Rowe of
dorm
All· . th~·_,.... ,' ~Head 1he Student Acf1v1·t·1es comm1ttee,
·
R ·d director.
t
e~i en s posse 5s in a(,~' .dl
she is responsible for facilitatin g the
t
d
their regu lar R.A. phone, "' special production ofsched I d
hot line for emergencies \ Vhile a seeing that
u e even s ahnl
'd
·
• .
a11 runs smoot y
Hea d R.esi ent· is on ~ury and through out a performance. Maura
l~av~s h~s °cJ h~r r~om, a. b~eepe~I an views herself as a student first and
e ec.;.orn~ ev1cef 1s came to a _ow a Head Resident secondly as
not1 1cat1on o a.ny c o n c urring stated last th d
· h M'
emergencies
. urs ay mg t.
aura
.
. .
stated her primary responsibility is
.
.·
l_fta s1tuaft 1on shohuld ans~ w1t hinha towards "the other R.A.'s and the
um o~ 1oor .t at nett ier ., t e continuation of a ·more congenial
, du~al dormitory atmosphere.''
respective R.A. or any
student can handle, a ca.
ced
Paul Nalette is. in charge .of any
to one of the _three He~d
·'".ts special problems that should arise
on the s~e?1al hot line
ber. within the residential living situation
By GEE AERTSEN
Aft~r receiving the call,
iead and works closely w ith Bill
Editor-in-Chief
Resident :hen alerts the ' · ' two O'Connell. Paul is responsible for
The newly inducted president of
Head Res1de~t.s and the b .
.i om holding weekly floor meetings and
the Roger Williams College Faculty
a.nd _a dec1s1on .basec'.
the is in charge of meeting with the
Association, Dr. Thomas J.
Holstein, says his new resporl-' s1tuat1on and the c1rcum ~· · ... s, is R.A.'"staff as a whole.
"The creation of the Head
reached regarding the nE · .,;ry of.
sibilities keep him, · "Busy, very
busy.'' Dr. Holstein took over after ·either doctor or ambui / - ser- Resident position is a definite move
vices.
towards having students directly
Mr. John Schuyler, former
Each Head Resident is also responsible for their living situation,
president
of
the
Faculty
responsible for certain specialized and will hopefully set a precedent
Associatio.n, went on sebatical.
areas. Scott Yonan is in charge of for the future, according to Paul.
Holstein, who ~ is a science
Unit Development, which involves He further stated "I would evenprofe~or here at RWC, said he had
the furthering of cooperative living tually like to see 5 or 6 students in
" ... an inkling" of how his job will go
units, whether it be a co-ed unit or charge of the housing office at
because "Your the focal point of
simply a group of students sharing Roger Williams and directly
these (faculty contracts, emthe same same major wishing to responsible for any problems within
ployment, etc;.) issues."
Maura Lee is that divisjon. "
Commenting on the new ad- live together.
ministration, Dr. Holstein mentioned that he has " ... enjoyed very
much working with Dean Wilde and
President Sides." He included that
there is a "very open relationship
"wit h the administration and that
he hopes the "open lines of
communication are maintained. "
The question of faculty power
over the administration was placed
into perspective by the new Faculty
Association head: " Students and
faculty had power when the former
president and vice president were
removed." "I don' t think ' a power
block was afterwards." "Last year
was a _ good year with Vice
President Rizzini . •. " and the
" power struggles didn't raise their
Without the
head.''
power the Faculty Union has used
in the past, "Where would we be
today" Holstein said, "I don't think
One Mile South of Mount Hope Bridge
individual members could have
brought (the decision) about."
However, Holstein said, "Its (the
power) there for the calling if you
can get the individuals involved."
The possible merger between the
Engineering department and the
Natural Science department,
Holstein said, . would not be
recommended yet he would
recommend the development- of ·
areas shared by both areas.

By DEBBIE CRAVEN
~oger Williams College Housing
office has a new added dimension
in residential living. The Head
Resident positions were created
and designed to relieve Dick
Yakovonis and Bill O'Connell of
meeting with each indivi dual
Resident Assistant for an hour on a
weekly basis.
Their
main purpose is to serve as a
"back-up
system,
directly
responsible to the housing office,"
according to Scott.
The Head Residents meet w ith
approximately 5 to 6 R.A.'s weekly ·

Dr.

DR. EL-SAYED REVIEWS HIS LESSON PLAN BEFORE CLASS
Zaki, At Age 65, Is Forced.To Retire This Year

..

--

Professor Zaki
Worked For UN
By LISA WEISS
It may well be that R.W.C. is
perhaps very fortunate to employ a
teaching staff member with
possibly one of the most interesting
and adventurous background.
Dr. El-Sayed Zaki, born 65 years
. ago in middle Africa, holds a life
style with never a dull moment. His
entire life was spent traveling to
various third world countries.
During his stay in England,
however, he developed his interest
in the field of Sociology. After
speaking to Dr. Zaki, he commented, "I was impressed by the
social conditions of various
people." He therefore atten.ded
London Institute of Education and
received his teaching degree. In
later years he achieved his Doctorate at Columbia University in
New York.
It was not until 1947 that Dr. Zaki
first settled in the United States
however, he still constantly traveled
around the world visiting various
cultures.
Back in 1940, Zaki began working
with the United Nations. He said his
main purpose of the job was
concerned with "the construction
of a social ecoriomic program for
the development of the country."
He felt he had to investigate culture
itself, the structure of the count.ry.
In 1969, Zaki was offered a
teaching job at Roger Williams

-

College, and because of his desire
to teach and help others, Dr. Zaki
accepted. After one year of
teaching, he took a year leave of
absence because of a personal
invitatior;i to go back to the U.N. for
another . assignment. He was offered to work in Nigeria, but Zaki
refused because the country was in
the midst of a civil war. However
he began working for the U.N. one~
again. His dedication for his
students was clearly illustrated
when his leave of absence period
was almost up. The government
needed and wanted him to extend
his absence and continue working·
for the U.N. but Zaki refused. He
said, "I have my obligations to my
college. I car-e for my students and I
keep my word . to them."
Care is indeed a word Zaki is
concerned with, because it · is
obvious to see that he cares.
It is sad to conclude that Dr. Zaki,
at age 65, is forced to retire this
year. He hopes to get some job at
the U.N. once again because he is a
dedicated working man ..
When asked if he enjoys
teaching, Zaki replied, "I love it, and
I love my students! "

BRISTOL FERRY ROAD
PORTSMOUTH R.I.

Home Made Pizza
Plain Cheese
Sausage
Pepperoni
Chourico
. Onion
Mushroom
Pepper
.3-Way Comb.
2-WayComb.
House Special

-P hoto Wo'rld

437HopeSt.
• Expert Repairs
• · Film processing by Kodak
•

RATES:

12·WMk1'4.00
25-'8.00
&2weeka'15.00

--50t

OuloldeU.S. AddltlonolSl .00-toeo.

LS---_ _ _ __.
IA GIAY P£RSON'S GUif>!
<fO N£W £NGLIAN9 ·
with 500 resnrched In-depth 1/1//nga plua mepa,
Clllendara, and leelure artlci.1. $4.00 ($3.75 plus
25' post1ge). Make checks payable to GCN Inc.

GCN
Dept.X
22 Bromfield St.

Boalon, MA 02108

1

Holstein

Bristol
A non-profit gay weekly lot women and men pr~
Viding news, futures, revi.ws, t11i.ntt.11, guides,
claull/eda, and much more to th• ll•Y community
lor trtOre then three yn11.
·

:o

Pre mixed chemicals
convenience

for

your

N.Y. Style Cheesecake

~- Paper by Kodak, lllford

• Film by Kodak, Fuji,
Agfachrome,
,

Darkroom Rental
Reasonable Rates - Complete Facilities
Stop in and Browse

-tc_ Student Discounts

*

Open .Daily
11 :30 a.m.
,.til 1:00 a.m.

Entertainment
Wed-Fri-Sat
. 8:30 'til 12:30

Call Ahead:
683-4490
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Profile-Vice President Rizzini

VICE PRESIDENT
_ William Rizzini

By EUGENE COULTER
Staff Writer
Roger Williams College Vicepresident William Rizzini says that
he is "frustrated," he cannot read
enough. "The only thing to do is tg
make time, so I do." ·
Mr. William Rizzini is married and
has tout children; three of his
children are of high school age and
one ol
them is attending
elementary school.
Mr. Rizzini describes himself as
"a workaholic." He has been at the
helm of RWC for the past year and
with the exceptions .of shor:t
working vacations; that is attendance
at
"conferences,
meetings, and at graduate seminars
in Florida last summer" has not ha.d
·a real vacation in two years. This
week he ,is beginning that first real
vacation.
,
Rizzini enjoys bicycling, gardening, reading, and spending time

Resu Its Are Released
On Diagnostic Tests
past... they are indicative' that better
By GENE COULTER
prepared stugents, are coming to
Staff Writer
RWC."
As part of RWC's orientation and
Dr. Bart Schiavo also noted his
registration week, several freshmen
students, including on-campus and · surprise at the statistics and
commented that he was "delighted '
commuter students, were adw lth the outcome." Schiavo inministered a standardized reading
dicated that a close follow-up of the
test.
Well over sixty percent of those test results will be maintained.
Humanities Division coordinator
students tested were determined to
have reading skills at or above the Dr. Mel Topf expressed surpris~
and skepticism at the statistics
twelhh grade level.
Mrs. Rita Spurgeon, co~ordinator citing that " ... I am skeptical of all
for the test commented that she statistics ... the real test will be in the
was surprised and delighted at the classroom where professors will be
results. Says Mrs. Spurgeon, " ...we able to see the students ability to
haven't had those scores in the read and write 'on a daily basis."'

NorthCam pus lJ pdote
By LISA WEISS
Staff Writer ·
Hopefully by the last day of this
month, students will be able to
begin settling into the North
Campus dorms.
A recent interview was made
w ith Mr. William Knott, superintendent of Construction, and it
appears that the only things that
are holding up the moving in are the
locks, fire alarm system, generator,
and furniture which all are waiting
to arrive and be installed. Other
than that, "everything seems to be
in control", Mr. Knott said .
The 21 double rooms, and 2 triple
rooms, in the North Campus
building will house 48 students.

Roughly the size of the average
dorm rooms of the main campus,
the rooms will contain many additional features. Heating and air
conditioning and storm and screen
windows are present in every room,
as well as printed curtains in color
coordination with the walls. Fire
detectors are ins.tailed in each room
for safety, as well as self closing
doors to prevent fire spreading after
leaving a room.
A kitchen has been built with
such devices as an automatic ice
maker, self defrosting refrigerator,
self cleaning stove, and plenty of
cabinet space. There is also a
laundry room, small lounge, and a
T.V. room with all ttie comforts of
home.

Destruction Reviewed
On Bristol Campus
By STEPHEN WEND
Staff Writer
Vandalism in the new dorm is on
the rise and confined mostly to ·4
north and 2 south, this according to
the physical plant.
The vandalism consists mostly of
locks on room doors being kicked
so as to get in the room. According
to locksmith John Selly of the
physical plant, 17 locks have been
replaced on room doors since
school started, 12 of them on 4N
and 2S. But the students on these
floors claim to have no knowledge
of the alledged vandalism.
If
a person is caught in the act he will
be fined for the lock, which costs
$70.00 to fix and the student will be
asked to leave the dorms for one
year, and possibly the school. This
according to Bill O'Connell Director
of Housing.
Students are asked to report any
damage or persons connected with
any vandalism to the housing office
since the students themselves pay
for the damage in the long run ~

with his family : "traveling"
whenever rare opportunities permit.
He notes that he has enjoyed a -few
"iong weekends" of the past two
years, but adds that he is looking
forward to his vacation.
Rizzini holds his bacalaureate,
two masters degrees, and ir.
currently a doctoral candidate. HP
comments that "I have majored 'in

Rhode Island institutions-you been quite a year... it has been lots
might say." With the selection of of fun ... "
the new president, Rizzini returns to
The vice president was then
h is. (normal) office and duties as asked about his educational
vice president.
- philosophy in respect to ' specific
As to his "extra" responsibilities goals of the college, what follows is
(assumed. with the retirement of the context of his statements.
past president Gauvey) Rizzini
"I believe that education must be
notes " ... I have been runnina th<> self-satisfying to the individual. .. the
schQol between presidents. It has kind of self-satisfaction I mean is

.
ed er I Govern m en t .
F ' I0 · s_ex B· s
Reg U ates

By GEi: AERTSEN
Editor-in-Chief
The Federal Government is
currently placing restrictions on the
uses of sexual bias in the vinacular
of · Roger Williams College
publications. Article -9 of the
Educational Amendment states
that institutions receiving financial
aid must adhere to specific
guidelines_for equal treatment of all
sexes.
The McGraw-Hill Book Company
prints a guidelines book which
states that " ... these guidelines (are
set) to eliminat~ sexist assumptions ... and to encourage a greater
freedom for all individuals to pursue
their own interests and realize their
potentials." "SP,ecifically, these
guidelines are designed to
make ... authors aware of the ways

not
foundwithin
only inyourself
materialwhen
richesyou
...it
is found
.feel that you have done some good
for somebody.' To achieve that kind
~
of satisfaction is a very individual
_
thing, much like the saying 'different strokes for different folks.' "
in which males and females haveRizzini believes that, " ... the end
been stereotyped in publications; to product of an education ought to
show the role language has played be someone who is satisfied with
in reinforcing inequality; and to · what he has done-15 to 20 years
indicate positive approaches after graduation from RWC. People
toward providing fair, accurate and never stop learning, education is a
balanced treatment of both continuous process. A p·erson who
sexes ... "
has a bacalaureate degree and who
Examples of the recommended tells me that he knows 'everything'
non-biased terms are:
has missed the whole point of
NO
YES education."
'
Co-ed (noun)
Student
To the V.A. issue he says,
Housewife
Home.maker "we are explaining to the V.A. just
Mankind
Humanity how we do thin,.qs at RWC ... the
Man power
Human power veteran is entitled to benefits .. ;if a
Mailman
Mail carrier · college accepts yeterans then the
Many institutions have disagreed college does accept an obligation to
with these new regulations. Har- the V.A.
This is what is being
vard University has so far spent negotiated at this point in time."
$6,000,000 to conform to these
In response to the issue raised by
regulations. The amount Roger a former student concerning
Williams will spend is unknown. · professional accreditation, Rizzini
says, "Bob Cassidy's letter was
from a concerned graduate. This
issue of professional accreditation
has got to be considered by the
institution. We must
the
possibilities of professional accreditation. It will be done."
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The QL;ILL announced today
that a new Managing Editor has
been selected. Gene Coulter, a
commuting student who describes
himself as "sometimes a senior,
sometimes a junior, but often sophmoric - depending
upon
the
perspective," has accepted the
responsibility of the post.
The QUILL
welcomes Coulter aboard as the
newest member of the editorial
staff.
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The Quill has been in publicat ion for four we~ks
now. Each of the past issues have c ontained stories
which were- critical of Academic Dean Ed~in
Wilde. The question begs of itself: is the Quill .
conducting an editorial "campaign" against Dean
Wilde?
The a£1swer is unequi\(ocally NO!
The staff of the QUILL has been discussing this
issue.
Our determina!ion is that the~ printed media
1
l
must strive ·to maintain some type of editorial
certain d~gree of fairness. But, if a
balance,
person, an issue, or an event is recurrent
throughout a period of time, then news media has a
responsibility to keep the "public informed" even
at the risk of seemingly sacrificing editorial balance.
Such. is the case of the QUILL's coverage of
Dean Wilde. Editorial balance is the a priori conI
i.
sideration here, but the scope of importance in the
events involving our new Academic Oean must
necessarily supercede this consideration.
The major mission of Roger Williams College is
Academic. Dean Wilde is the Academic Oean and
so all matters of Academic import involve the
Dean. As a part of the academic community at
RWC, the Quill maintains tbe 4"~sponsibilitY of
keeping . that community as · informe&- and · as
current as possible.
' The .Quill holds nothing but respect for Dean
Wilde, and we shall wholeheartedly and en-=
thusiastically support the endeavors of the office of
Academic Dean towards upholding high academic
standards and meaningful and purposeful
academic policy. Indeed the Quill encourages the
·support of all administrators who act towards.
academic and administrative improvement and
excellence.
The Quill shall continuany strive to report the
news in a fair and unbiased manner, but if there is
one unwritten tenet of media ethics that tenet must
surely be an admonition to never stifle or otherwise
, attempt to conceal an issue of public importance in
· the name of "editorial balance."
Editorial Staff

a

I

'

1.

THE QUILL is currently accepting applications from qualified
candidates for the position of News Editor. Applicants should have
some journalistic experience and be familiar with newswriting style.
A6ove all, applicants must be enthusiastic and agressive in leading
a· team of_ news reporters. If you think you might qualify, contact
QUILL editor Gee Aertsen NOW. Deadline for application next
Wednesday, Oct. 20.

If you see riews in the making call the QUILL NEWS TIP- LINE.

GIMMICK, GIMMICK
knows" how m9ny indirectly. Truly
this is so and we have won the Don
. Quixote award for 1976 as proof of
LET THE READER BEWARE! ·this.
This article is a_ttempting to control
As a result of our "underyour mind, to mesmerise you, to staffedness" (creativity abounds),
direct your energies, to persuade we are forced time and time again
you. Let none but the stout of to sacrifice a degree of accuracy
constitution continue reading. and the component of high quality
(Pause here for those unable to which would surely make the Quill
. read on.)
an outstanding College publication.
Why, you should have asked by We are trying, but trying is· trying.
now, is the Quill so desperate for
So, why should a student
writers? Behold! the answer . bother? Especially since academic
cometh. Why should I care? Seek, rigors leave little time for things
and . ye shall find. Why should I personal. Writers, editorS, staff
bother? Quest no more, you seeker members, .and all others ass.ociated
of wisdom and knowledge.
with our publication enjoy many-The Quill is not a high-sc_hool advantages not available to every
level publication. It is the · student.
newspaper of Roger Williams
Since the purpose of any
COLLEGE;
you
know,
a newspaper is to inform, then it
COLLEGE-like Brown and Har- follows that newspaper writers .
vard and P.C. The Quill should be must personally pursue Jhose
professional; that is, indicative of people and issues which affect ·
the academic prowess of RWC public information. In this case
students who have the desire to those people range from the
speak out or write in.
janitorial staff to the president and
We are - now amazingly .un- board of trustee·s. In order to report
derstaffed. A small group is (It- the news the reportees must learn
tempting to think of, explore, write, the news from the newsmakers.
ec:litr lay-out, and . distribute news
Personally, I (meek, mildwhich affects some 2,000 . in-- mannered. pe.rson that I am) have
dfviduals directly and "God-only- met with and spoken to the new
By GENE COULTER
Staff Writer

Academic Dean, the vice president,
myriad school administrators,
faculty, and staff. Had it not been
for Quill assignments (remember I
helped "think" of these assignments) I probably would not have
had cause t.o gain the -source
knowledge that I was afforded by
these meetings. So, in a very real
sense, working on the Quill is an
educational experience and so what
if pobody issues me college- credit
for these particular efforts-no one
gave me credit for learning how to
flush the toilet either.
There it is. You are not required .
to spend enormous amounts of
time in "the city .room." You do not
have to be a Hemingway, a Pyle, or
a Woodward-Bernstein. You have
to be you.
It also follows that the more
student participation the QUILL is _
ab.le to realize then the range of the
Quill's news coverage will broaden,
objectivity will be increased
through • more ideas . being exchanged, and importantly - each of
'us will be able to work less time,
little less harder, and our
professional
capability
'and
academic reputation will become
elevated to its righ_tful place. .

a

Published Weekly in ~ristol
by Student Publications, Inc.
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Undergraduate newspaper published for the students of
RWC , Bristol. R.I. It shall. be organized t o provide a news
service to the student body. It shall also be considered
legally autonomous from the corporate structure of
Roger Williams College as it is supported totally by the
students through the student activity fee and outside
advertising revenue. In this sense it must be responsible
only to the student body of Roger Williams College .
Unsigned editorials represent the views of this paper.
They do not necessarily reflect the opinions of the
faculty, administration, or student body as a whole.
Signed editorials, columns, reviews an·d ' letters
represent the personal views of the writers .
Editor-in-Chief . . . ...... . . ... . . ..... .. . . . . Gee Aertsen
Business Manager ...... . ...... .. ...... :em Alicandro
Managing l:ditor" . .. . ... ' .. -. ..... . ... . Eugene Coulter
Feature Editor t .-. .. .. .. . : . . . . . • . . . . . . . . • .• Bruce Alien /
Sports Editor : ...................... . ... Ben Hellmann
Photo Editor ....... . . . ........ . ........ Debbie Craven
Photographers: Derrick Washington, 7 James Volk,
Armand Teixeira
·
Staff Artists: Santo DiGati wihristian MacDonald
Writers: Stephanie Fox, King James Weyant, He_a ther
Emanuel, Marilyn Bernstein, Wally. Argo, Stephen
Wend, Lisa Weiss, Jim Powell.

b. subm it to admi n·istrati on
Dear Editor:
· are not new, most of which are VA
After read i ng, the articles regulations that have been in effect through proper cha nnels the at"SNAFU" and "VA THREATENS since World War 11· but have not tendance list
II. Administration (RWC)
RWC" in the October 6 issue of the . been enforced recently by the VA.
a. submit list to VA regional
Q~l~L, I have formed th.e following
One of the faculty requirement s
opm1on.
..
is to submit attendance records for office
b. those students that cut any
The problem is a small per- veteran studentS. These guidelines
centage of students.- who are or requirements are already being four out of five .consecutive classes
enrolled under the GI Bill are not done. Concerning grades, stated in without reason-in hospital, death,
administrat ion
takes
attending class and still collecting " SNAFU" by Eugene Co\,llter, etc.,
student(s)
off
college/class
rosters
VA checks. Because of this :;mall "Ethically, the college cannot have
group that is ripping off the one grading system for veterans Ill . Veterans Administration
government, .the VA wants to hurt and another for all other students, ' a. stop veterans checks
b. remove student from GI bill or
the veterans. I feel that the this is academic discrimination and
vocational
rehabilitation
Veterans Administration has probably illegal."
c. recover money from t he
neglected it's responsibility and- is
I have submitted an outline of a
attempti_ng to put the blame on compromise to Dean Rizzini's veteran spent on checks, books, .,.
colleges who are VA a approved
secretary on October 6. I asked her and tuition
I agree with Eugene Coulter that
i.e., RWC.
.
' to forward this outline to Mr: Rizzini
1· have been told by a reliable and that they are already being we should write our congressman
source that the RWC ad- carried out but this was just my and attend veteran meetings.
I suggest calling VEVA, (Viet
ministration has made a list of opinion.
Nam Era Action of Rll at 941-1331
COMPROMISE OUTLINE
guidelines for the faculty and
in Providence. administration. This list of I. Faculty
My reliable source also told me
guidelines is to be submitted to the
a. take attendance of veteran
'that .he was happy the articles were
VA for,their approval. These rules · students
·
Continued on Page 5 .
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Contin ued Fro m Page 4
in the QUILL but he w isohed it
wasn't on the front page. I felt that
a compromise would put the proper
r~sponsibilities in the right places
and put the blame on the bva if they
do not follow their own regulations.
Also, the people I have spoken to
seem to w onder if the VA isn'c
trying to put t he blame on someone
else?Maybe some VA director could

lose his or her job <;luring an election
year.
T he f ederal government . can fix
this -problem because Washington
can make a new law to have two
grading systems, one for veterans
and one for other students. Only
the government can c reate
legislation to create a law which
states that the grading systems are
- all right. Bus iness, colleges and / or
citizens cannot.
Sincerely, J.J .

Student Officials
Agr_e e On .Action
Dear Editor,
This letter is being written to
publicly commend Dave Natale fo r
the courage he demonstrated ' last
Tuesday night (Ed. Not~ Oct. 5), at
•the Dorm Government Political
Forum Fiasco whicli they entitled a
debate. After putting up with a _
-campaign which was scared with
backstabbing, slander and the
tearing down of opponents
·campaign posters. .
Dave submitted his resignatjon
only because of the backroom
politics being used in this campaign. In all sincereity, he wanted
the position of Vice President
because he felt he would have been
an effective leader.
The debate and the campaign
was set-up by a chosen few for ~
their own egotistical reasons and
who were · supposedly unbiased.
These chosen few not only publicly
backed a candidate but went as far
as intimidating and pub lic ly

questioning the integrity of their
opposition.
We hope that one day soon, very
soon for t heir own sake, that these
f~w re.alize that their way is not the
only way to get things, accomplished. Much to their own
disbelief, they will have to face the
fact that t heir not the only people
on tl;iis campus who ha':'e the ability
to get things accomplished.
·
But we would like to thank these
few individuals responsible for
turning Dorm Government into a
mockery, for allowing us to see
what their really like.
In closing, we can only say that
someone whose integrity is so low,
has no rigf,t td.question someone
elses.
Sincerely,
Paul Nalette
President -of. Senior Class
Marla Rowe
Treasurer of Student Senate

ROtorac_t Meets
O~ce AgGin
,

granted free admission to the
Dear Editor,
Do you want to be looked up to Newport Jai Alai. The' entire club
and admired by all your friends? Do . enjoyed t hemselves especially -the
you want to indulge in an extra- one member who won $500.00.
cu rricular activity that w ill leave an - . This year's Rotaract members
St ephen
Monaco,
unforgettable mark on your college include
years? Do you want to have a good President, Mike Fischler, Treasurer,
time without spending too much Brad Russell, Vice President, and
money? Well then, let us consider David Spector, Secretary. Director
the Rotaract Club of Roger positions still remain open in the
Williams College.
_
following areas: Membership
Rotaract is open to all students of Director, Fund Raising Director and
R.W.C. ·Rotaract is you and your -Program Director. Also we are'
friends. It's an aggregate of ex- looking for people interested in
ceptional people who gather -starting a radio station here at
together _on occasion to bound R.W.C.
So, don' t just sit there. Run over
from one intellectual activity to
another. Just last year for example to Professor Randrup's office and
we enjoyed a cultural experience tell him that you want to be a
when the club was privileged to see member. He is our faculty advisor.
the stage play Equus" starring Don't be a pompous celibate, join
Brian Bedford in Boston. Also, ROTAR ACT today!!!!!!!!!!!!!! !!
·
·
during one evening in September, Ray Paquette
this year's Rotaract C)ub was' Rotaract Newsletter Director

Darkroom
By DEBBIE_CRAVEN
Photo Editor
In reply to inquiries made by
RWC stude nts regard i ng the
darkroom dilemma:
In my last editorial I stres&.ed the
urgent
need for add itio n al
darkroom facilities. Suggestions
and alternatives have been- formulated but t he f urthering of such
has been delayed' due t o a lack of
decis i·veness . ·
Between the Quill, and Yearbook
staff members, three l. D.'s were
issued and no al lotted ti me
sc heduled for these two clubs. Two
of t he major and most effective
clubs within the college are expected to squeeze in darkroom time
between the photography classes. I
feel and justifiably ·so, the above
mentioned clubs are receiving the
" short end of the stick" and cannot
function, let alone produce under
such conditions.
The need is urgent and the
solution obvious. We need a "club"
darkroom distinctive and differentiated from a '-' course"
darkroom.
The
existing problem should be dealt
with in the present and not treated
as some arbitrary promise reserved
for future rectification.

PA GE FIVE

RevieYI 'Soprano
By BRUCE ALLEN
Feature Editor
The RWC Coffeehouse Theatre
preseated _ Eugene Ionesco's oneact· play "The Bald Soprano" last
Friday night. The play was directed
by Richard Cameron, the cast
included Bob Barker, Mary K.
Steeves, Robert Anderson, Susan
Meta Thompson, Heather Emanuel
and Paul G. Smith.
Playgoers ' emerged from t he
Coffeeho use Th eatre with a
question knawing at t heir heels:
" What the hell was that all about ?"
They
were not even able to fi nd
a soprano in the play, let alone a
bald one. The play, which seemed
t o me a bit Monty Pythonish,
started with coup[es having absurd
conversations about situations that
seem to have no motivation and
lead to no conclusion. In short, pure
nonsense. The script goes on to
become more and' more exagerated
and illogical and less and less
comprehensible, ending in · the
chaotic cries of the characters
uttering ·nonsense syllaples. A
sample:
Mr. Smith. The pope elopes! The
popes got no horoscope. The
horoscopes bespoke.
Mrs. Martin. Bazaar, Balzac,
bazooka!
Mr. Martin. Bizarre, beaux-arts,
brassieres!What we have here is the intention ·of tne. play vs what the
audience got out of it. If this play
was about language as a means of
communication being absu rd, then ·
it put its-point across in the first ten
minutes, no more dramatization
was needed. If it was a satire on the ,
english bourgeoisie, its humor ran
out quickly, it seemed like the same
joke throughout. As pure nonsense
humor, it was initially funny yet
soon lapsed into unenaurable
. incoherence, much like when you
shift stations on t he radio back and
forth
rapidly. . The
lengthy
discussions of the obvious got
boring.
As for the acting, the characters
were depicted, as I suspect the
script called for, as being
mechanical, lifeless members of the
middleclass, not too tall an or der for
an actor or actress to fill. The
problem lay in that they lacked
spontarieity, something hard to do
.if you are instructed to act- like a
robot ..
The play, as I see it, was a failure
because of ·a poor choice of script,
if you lack t he raw materials for a
play, it'!! hard to make it good, no
matter how well yol1 do it.
Not hing
plus
noth i ng
equals nothing.

"I WOULD HAVE TJJJCED

ABOUT IT~ BUT
I WAS LAIJGBING TOO MOOIE'

V ACMORRELL TOSSES A FOOTBALL

at a recent intramural football game

BIDE

DOOB
84~10Q)N
171 Bradford St.

Bristol, R. I.

This Week:
''TASTE"

Wednesday is
- COLLEGE NITE
50 cents bottled beer
50 cents mixed drinks

-VOTE
TODAY FOR
RANDY " HECTOR"
PERRIER

TONIGHT
8 & 10:15 PM.

LH 129
ADM. $1.00
COME EARLY!

THE ONLY REAL CHOICE
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"Hawks" Slosh to Soggy Victor)~

RWC SOCCER TEAM PREY AILS 1-0 AGAINST NICHOL~
Game Took Place Last Saturday Amidst R,11iny Weather

HAVE ACHECKUP.
IT CAN SAVE YOUR LIFE.

Johnny Bench

It

and sent a perfect shot in the upper
After a brief let-up in the rain,
right hand corner out of the op- . Roger Williams came out on top 1posing goalie's reach. At the half, 0.
the score remained 1-0 in our favor.
All in all the team played a very~
The second half mirrored the first physical game much t o the delight
half until about -15 minutes left in of ~oach Costa who stated, "my
the game when Nichols began · boys.deserved to win this one."
pounding .our goal. This 'surge was _ T he game last year w ith Nichols
quickly stbpped by some · out~ was played under the very same
standing saves by goalie Nino conditions. Last yea r's game wit h
. Silvano who had himself a ve'rv Nichols was a total disaster losing
good day despite the conditions. 5-0 whi ch was no comparison with
Nino ended the day with day with a this year's 1-0 victory.
respectable 22 saves.
After last week's 7-0 loss to
On the defensive for Roger Hawthorne College, this victory
Williams were Steve Currey, Joe was a big lift. In the six games
Geis, Tim Cornier and Dan Baggley played, RWC's opponents have
who had themselves a wet but scored i2 goals. RWC has ·scored
productive day._
11 so far during this year's season ..

. e .

-

B1gnews•.

Coeds Swim At· Y
By JIM POLK
Staff Writer
The Roger Williams· College CoEd Swim Team will be using the
Bristol YMCA to practice in during
this season. It was learned by
Hector Massa (athletic director)
and Peter Randrup, who is
presently serving as Roger Williams
College Co- 1:d Swim Team's advisor, that the Bristol YMCA is
avail~ble for use.
·
According to Randrup, plans are
that two pc:;: ible choices are under
consideratiu!1: early in the morning
and late in the evening 9-10:30.
Further details are' being worked
out with Mr. Lou Tocci, Director of
the Bristol YMCA so that the Team
can use the pool more than twice a
week.
Last. night in LH 130 at 7:00pm :
(Wednesday) Randrup announced
the Team's schedual along with the
first practice at the Bristol YMCA. ·
All Team .members and any in-.
terested people should contact Mr.
Randrup. for further information.

MR. T's

American Cancer Society.*
By BEN HELLMANN
Sports Editor
Marking the mid season, Roger
williams Cross Country team came
in second in a tri-meet aga'inst
Nyack and Barrington College last
Saturday.
Nyack finished first with 18
.points taking f;ive of the first seven
places, then came Roger Williams
· w ith 56 points and Barrington
finishing last _with a total point
score of 60 points.
Dave Billings, Al P~nberthy and
Dave While led the field over the .5
and one fourth mile course with .
ident ical times of 30:29. Greg Vaslet
led Roger Williams scoring with a ·
fourth place finish and a time of 32
minutes.
Rain became ·a major factor as ·
runners waded through kneehigh :
puddles in drenched clother • Af- ;I
terwards, many runners ran a
contest concerning who had the .
best fall during the race. No serious
injuries developed but footing ·
during the race was treacherous. '
The Hawk Cross Country team ·
now sports a 2-2 record O"er the
season and a fourth out 01 five in '.
the invitational held a few weeks
ago. Hawk harriers run next on
October 19 at Colt State Park
against Rhode Island College.

\

By RON KOPACZ
Staff Writer
. Last Saturday, the Roger
- Williams soccer team played
against Nichols College in a 1-0
sloshing victory. Prior to the game,
the team ass~mDred in the lounge
of. Unit 6 to contemplate whether
the scheduled .game with Nichols
College was to be played in the wet
and windy weather.
Despite the wind which was
gusting and the rain which was
l alling, the players knew eventually
they would be out on the field
kicking and scrapping in .puddles up
to their ankles.
Nichols' team showed up about
twenty minutes before the game
time so the kick off was delayed
about fifteen minutes, so at 1:45 the
first water soaked soccer ball was
kicked right into a large muddy·
puddle where it was destined to
stay all afternoon.
The beginning of the game was
pretty even until the twelve minute
ark when George Molyneaux set his
sights on one of those soggy balls

.
Enjoy
Monday Night Football
at

During one of my checkups, the doctors found a spot on my
lungs. I thought it might be cancer. So did they.
Luckily, it wasn't. Most people arc lucky. Most people
never have cancer.
.
.
\
But those who find thev do have cancer are far better off
-if their cancer is discover~>ti earlv. Bl'<~ll/St' ii'<' k11011• 11011• to
<1trt' 111111111 0111«<7:< il~lt71 11\' disti1l';., tlw11 mr/11.

_Hawks-"500" Reco'rd

/

I

4 by 6 T.V. Screen

Free Buffet
Bradford St.

Bristol

Socialize at

J.J.'s Pub

*

24 Mt. Hope Ave.
Bristol R. I.
LADIES NITE
Tf1ursday 7-1
1/2 Mile from RWC
Al I Drinks .50
Happy Hour Daily
1 to6 PM
10 cents off beer
15 cents off mixed drinks
Delicious Deli Sandwiches

24 ounces of gusto!
That's 24 ounces of Schlitz in a single
pop-top can. Now available ·locally.-

ic

~Ocean" State Distr., Inc.
Providence, R I -
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1teMl4 ~1tie/a
International Club Organized
An International Club has been organized by the foreign students
of RWC .
The club plans to have parties including entertainment -such as
belly-dancers and international dinners and fairs featuring foods and
crafts from different parts of the world. The club also plans to have
films, lectures and slide shows.
All students are invited to attend the next meeting to be held
Monday, Oct. 18 in Cl 123 at 7 p.m.

FACES EXPRESS DIFFERENT ATTITUDES TO CAFETERIA FOOD AN D AT MOSPHERE
Many students think the food here is "acceptable," but bland

Students Judge Cafeteria

E'ncounter Deadline Set
De.adline for registration for -the marathon encounter group
sponsored oy the Southern New England Growth Collective has
been established as next Monday, Oct. 18.
Participation in the group, which takes place from 5 p.m. Friday,
Oct. 22 through 3 p.m. Sunday, Oct. 24, is limited to 15 persons.
Cost is $25 which includes lodg ing. Interested persons may contact
either Joseph Neushatz or Kent Walton, both of the R\/VC
psychology department.

makes· the meal tense."
better, it's 'too bland."
- Diane Leverich
·
-Paula M . Block
"
The
atmosphere
in the cafeteria
The quality of food . and at"I .think most of the food that
makes me lose my appetite with·the
they serve is pretty good."
mosJ;>here in theocafeteri(I js again
- Carolynn Reis blaring noise of people and music."
being questioned by the college
Dan Zarbo's Professional Karate team, The Thunderbolts, will be
·
:_Paula M. Block
community. And R.W.C. s~udents
"I think most of the food tastes
taking on the Boston Rebels on Wednesday, Oct. 20 at 8 p. m. at ·
"i
love 'the . dining room athave a lot to say.
· acceptable, maybe a bit bland."
Rhode Island Junior College.
mosphere. It's very relaxing to sit
When asked what they ·thought
-Sarah B~rnhardt
The proceeds from these events will help benefit Un ited Cerebral
listen
to
good
music
and
back,
of the food in general, eight Roger
When the same students were
Palsy of Rhode Island in its fight against ·one of the nation' s major
watch
the
guys."
Williams College students replied:
asked if they enjoyed and felt
cripplers.
-,-Carolyn Reis
"The taste is quite original in its comfortable with · the (ltmosphere,
Ad,mission price for students. is $3.00
"I
find
the
atmosphere
relaxing
own sort of way."
they commented:
and enjoyable, even though the
- Steven Rash ·
"Besides the music, it's quite
cafeteria is often overcrowded."
"It's decent."
nice."
- Paul Smith
" The Maids" a tragedy by Jean Genet, w ill be presented Friday at
· -Anonymous '
-Steven Rash
"I find a noisy, casual, music8 and 10 pm in the Coffeehouse Theatre. The play will be directed by
"The food at times is good . but
filled,
natural
environment
"It's OK. It's your usual college
Jeff Gage. The cast will include Pamela Jones, Lenore Lyons and
the variety gets monotonous,
wholesome 1nd exciting."
Sherrie Sett. therefore causing an undesirable typef"cafe\eria atmosphere."
-Sarah Be.rnhardt
-Anonymous
The play, first produced in 1947, invol,ves two maids who in vain,
taste."
" ... it is too insane but. hilarious if A student related to the QUILL staff
strive to break out of their social station by murdering their mistress .
- Linda-jean Reich!
during a brief interview, whether or
" ...I feel that they do a good job you're i n the mood."
- Linda-jean Reichl , not he wastes food and if so why: l&:EEEEEEEEEEEEeeeeeeeeeee5=:fij
in supplying us with. a variety · of
"Yes I do waste food, because
"In general I find the atmosphere
substantial food."
·
-Diane Lever:_icH pleasant; but at times the music is i either I don't like it or else I'm not
hungry."
~John Gumkowski.
"'I think the food could be a lot quite loud and boisterous, which

By WALLY ARGO
Staff Writer

Karate Bout Slated

'The Maids' Coming

A Real Fun Spot
Anthony Road

Intramural Action Ramada rushes in a vain attempt to block the pass thrown by Quarterback Steve Nova.k of
gam.e held last Thursday. 3 South defeated Ramada by a score of 6-0. Ra":'ada will play
Newport on Monday afternoon at 3 p.m. Other 3 South' players, from left to right are: John
Allen, Scott Palmer and Frank Cacavelli.

Portsmouth

683-360(1

We Are ·Happ~y
To Have -~~
RWC Students
As Our Guests
At

THE RAMADA

/

ARPO'
Of
Newport

This Week!
THE HEPTONES

846-2948

Downing St.
•·

Friar Tuck Lounge Dancing Fri & Sat
Country Kitch'Eirr open till 2AM
.Biggest Night Club in A.I.
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F.LIC.KS
WILD STRAWBERRIES (Sweden, 1957, Bergman) With Victor Sjostmm, Bibi
Anderson, Ingrid Thulin, Gunnar . Bjornstrand, Gunnel Lindblom.
Mon., Oct. 18 at 2 p.m.
MONlY PYTHON.AND THE HOl.,Y, GRAIL, presented by Social Committee.
_
thurs., Oct. 21 at 8p.m. and 10 p'. m.
THE MAGICIAN (Sweden 1958, Bergman) With Max von Sydow, Ingrid Thulin,
· Gunnar Bjornstrand, Erland Josephson
- wed., Oct. 27.at 2 p:m. and 7:30 p.m.
Mon., Nov. 1 at 2 p.m.
'
HOUR OF THE WOLF . (Sweden 1968, Bergman ) With Liv Ullmann, Max von
Sydow, Erland Josephson, Ingrid Thulin.
Fri., Nov. 5 at 2 p.m.
./
Wed., Nov. 10 at 2 p.m. and 1:30 p.m.
SHAME (Sweden, 1969,, Bergman) With Liv Ullmann, Max von· Sydow; Gunnar
Bjornstrand, Sigge Furst.)
·
·
Mon. Nov. 15 .at '2 p.m.
...'
Wed., Nov. 17 at ~:30 p.m.
Fri., Nov. 19 at 2 p.m.
PERSOl\!A- (Sweden 1967, -Bergman) With Bibi AnderssoA; Liv Ullmann, Gunnar
Bjornstrand.
.
Mon., Nov. 29 at 2 p.m.
Wed., Dec. 1, aL7:30 p.m.
Fri., Dec. 3 at 2 p.l'Jl.
THE f'ASSION O~ANNA (Sweden 1970, Bergman) With. Liv .Ullmann, Bibi An:.
derson, Max von Sydow, Erland Josephson,
'
Wed., Dec. 8 at2p.m. and 1:30 p.m.
,.,
Mon., Dec. 13 at 2 p.m. and 7:30 p.m.

...--

MUSIC & ,
NIGHTSPO_
TS

BOJANGLES-Purgatory Road, Newp!,>rt (846-8852) Mon. through Thurs. Sam
Brown ar;id Steve Rizzo.
BOURBON STREET-Williams Street," Newport (849-4747) : Rock Music nightly.
Beaver Brown Band every Monday.
·
BOVl'S- 2B7 Taunton Ave., East Providence (434-9670). Duke Belair and his big
·- '
band music every Monday.
ELIZA'S-State Street, Bristol. (253-27nf'
'!"·
•
FLICKS-Across from - First Beach; Newport (846-6919). Coming soon: James
Cotten, Muddy Waters, l.hambers Brothers.
.
HARPO'S-Downing, Street, Newport- (846-2948L
This Week-The Heptones (846-2948) Oct. 16 Neil Diamond
PROVIDENCE CIVIC CENTER-(331-6700) Sept. 30~ 8 p.m., Franki Valli and The
Four -Seasons, Oct. 3,-8 p.m., _The Ohio Players, Oct. 7, 8 p.m., guitar wizard Jeff
Beck, Oct. 13, 8 p.m. Frank Sinatra.
RAMADA INN-144 Antony Road, Portsmouth (68 6-3600i: Every Tues. flight,
Sunshyne.
SAtT-Thames Stre·et; Newport (84i-9527) Thurs thru Sunday, The Alpha Band, Bob
Dylans backup -band for Rolling Thunder Review, w~re on the NBC special and have
an album coming soon.
·
...
MR ~ ''T''S•~ Bradford Street, Bristol (253-9848) This week "TASTE" <

~·

"FALL· WEE K.·E-N'._D"

Rv Cass ill -Author of oht's Child'(, a novel based on the ev.cnts surrounding
Patty , Hearst will give a reading in t:H 130 at _8:00 pm, Oct. 14. ::l;:ionsored by the
Creataive Writing ·crew.

FALL _WEEKEND-SpQnsor~d by thE! Social c.~mmittee
Thursday Oct. 14
Friday

Oct. 15

Saturday Oct. 16

_,_

3:00p.m.
- 8:00p.m.
10:15p.m.
8:00p.m.
9:00 p.m .

W·HATNOT

"Your:ig Frankenstein" will be shown_ in LH
Adm. $1.00

THE COSMIC MUFFIN-Astrologer, will appear in the Student Union at 8:00 pm· on
Oct 2B.

Las Vegas Night.,.... for the benefit U niteo
Cerebral Palsy, will be in the Student Genter.

TRANSCENDENTAL MEDITATION-Lecture in LH 128 at 7:30 pm.

·~29.

Dance Concert featuring: "Zonkaraz"

-~ -

adm: 1.00
beer: .25

Editors note: All clubs and organizations within the R.W.C . community are urged to
submit ne\l\'.S of activities or events planned for the future. We are also starting a
"rides needed" column. Anyone interested can submit where they want to go,
' when, their name and phone number etc. to the Quill. Our deadline is at 10 a.m.
_ every Friday.

/

